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Sulphur Pools

The three sulphur pools are completely natural
thermal water. The water in these pools has a
wonderful soft and silky feel to it.
TEMP: 40-42°C
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AquaTherapy
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Hexagonal Pools

Our AquaTherapy pools encapsulate the
healing powers of warm water with jets,
spouts and waterfalls to ease away your
aches and pains.

These three large hexagonal pools are very
popular with visitors. Their geothermal water
is drawn from a bore adjacent to the pools,
providing high quality, natural water.

TEMP: 32-34°C

TEMP: 38-40°C
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Private Pools,
Steam & Sauna
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Our private thermal pools are quiet oases for
up to six people. We also have sauna and
steam suites available.
TEMP: 39-40°C

Freshwater Pool
& Lazy River
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Enjoy the lazy river and freshwater lap pool
with easy walk-in access.
TEMP: 28°C

Conical Thrill

Thrillseekers of all ages will enjoy this
13.5m high aquatic thrill ride that propels
sliders up a vertical ramp. Conical Thrill is
the only one of its kind in New Zealand,
making it a must-do. Minimum height 1.2m.
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SuperBowl

Towering above the pools complex, riders
will get a thrill from the speed and size
of the SuperBowl. Minimum height 1.2m.
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Aquaplay

Aquaplay offers three various slides,
waterplay and climbing. The perfect place
for children 5 years and under to explore.
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Family Activity Pool
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Waterslides
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Rainbow & Rock Pools

Large family activity pool with a slide,
waterfall, and dumping bucket to amuse kids
of all ages.

Dual, internationally-designed waterslides
provide fun for everyone. Minimum height
restriction 1.2m.

The four rock pools are connected with
thermal streams, while our rainbow pools
offer easy access.

TEMP: 32°C

TEMP: 32-34°C

TEMP: 32-37°C
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Web hanmersprings.co.nz
facebook.com/hanmersprings
Instagram - Hanmersprings

Cascade Pools

Nestled among native gardens and
river boulder terraces, the Cascade Pools
are our newest offering. The five connected
terraced pools provide the ultimate natural
relaxation experience.
TEMP: 37-42°C

